
Döcu Content 
Navigation

Access to Ids, Controls, Pages, Charts...
Introduction:
Döcu Content is a content management system.  It is a compilation of charts, reports 
(JasperReports, JFreeChart, and Google Chart).  It comes complete with Admin, Log, Maintenance, 
and Bulletin pages to create a user experience based on security settings set forth by JavaAgent, 
JavaBean, and XML code.  Use this navigation tutorial document to leverage Döcu Content 
benefits.... do stay tuned for future versions of the App.

Disclaimer: 
Information contained in the following is presented as is.  This tutorial assumes you have basic 
Lotus Notes Configuration knowledge.

Load Lotus Notes Domino Administrator
First order of business is to load Lotus Notes Domino Administrator, you can do this right from 
your Domino Designer Environement by going to File + Launch Domino Administrator.  Once 
there, you will need to go the Files Tab to view your list of databases.  Provided you have already 
copied the Döcu Content App into your root folder, (1) select that dev folder, (2) right-click on the 
App (3) and choose Sign.  

Döcu Content Login:
Use the following userID to login to Döcu Content: AlienHouse  If you need to use your own 
account userID, please follow instructions in the FileBin.nsf documention.  For now here are some 
scrteenshot on what to expect as you navigate the App; areas of interest are added for your 
convenience.

Figure 1
If your userID does not work, please note you will remain on the login page.  You can change this 
by adding an error page, or making available a page validator that loads an error against incorrect 
Ids right on the Login Form.



Figure 2
Main page loads when Login is successful, navigate through pages via collapsible items @ left. 
Please note, if your userID is not in the specific view and you have not yet modified the specific 
Java class files, some sections will not be visible.  You can modify code at your leizure to enhance 
this behaviour and remove the need to modify files

TIP:
Only the folder icons are based on security settings in code, links will need modification to 
hide/show based on view information in the NSF back-end.  See below figures for hints on how to 
change this, but first here is a look of the folders/links expanded.

Figure 3
Page Cosmetics by the way is used by Administrators to add access for specific users, this section is 
based on their access to see the the current page, see associating screenshots for more



Figure 4
The Ad min section is made available by rendering the link based on the SecurityControllerBean, 
see package com.dokoll.solutions.inc.developement.Utils;

Figure 5
User 'AlienHouse' has access to section and folder icon in question, you must use 
SecurityControllerBean class to add your userID if you are not using AlienHouse as Login userID. 
You can modify this code, and add a form control to hold static values to compare against the 
returning userID from the filebin.nsf view 'SecurityAccessView' housing all userIDs.  You can also 
query this view add plug results into a comparison control variable to match against the returning 
value added by user in the userID field on xploginform.xsp form

Figure 6
The section itself is controlled by the LoginAppBean class and the code resides in the 
DöcuContent.nsf App, having a method that reads a view in the filebin.nsf App containing user Ids 
that have access to that section.  Again, code can be modified to allow seamless interaction against 
static variables within the code.



Figure 7

TIP: See the SecurityAccessView screenshot in the filebin.nsf documentation added 

earlier... Lastly, below chart and others alike are based on security settings set up in views 
throughout the App; simply put, modify class files or use AlienHouse userID to access page 
content.
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